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"Education is the key which is going to unlock the door to our greatness as an industrial nation"

- Sir Shri Ram

Our learners are :

Confident, Responsible, Reflective, Innovative and Engaged.

We equip them for success in our fast-changing, modern world.

CLASS VI - The journey begins...
ASSERTIVENESS WORKSHOP The entire form was made to
understand how to assert themselves in situations without being rude or
bullies. They were made to sit in groups where they were given a case
study and encouraged to discuss in groups how they would handle the
situation.

ICT :
Students learning formulae
in Excel and trying the task
assigned using proper terminologies.
Cyber Security was another
important concept that they
were made aware of.

FRENCH : Jeux de Role.
The students of grade 6 did a Role-Play in class
with an intent to converse comfortably in
French. After being given 10 minutes of preparation time, they made presentations to each
other. Informal conversation and asking and
answering questions accurately in French was
the focus.

The Callido
Workshop.
Learning all about
research and
Plagiarism.
Drop Everything & Read (DEAR)

Eqube - unleashing the creative mindful chef

Celebrating Van Mahotsav

CLASS VII - The next phase

Let’s Play a game …. Let’s ROUND UP numbers

(MATHEMATICS is Fun)

HISTORY : Peer tutoring on the topic of
Chinese Civilisation. The class was divided
in groups and each group was given a sub
topic to work on. They further divided the
task among themselves and researched.
The culmination was the final project in the
form of a PowerPoint Presentation.

FRENCH students
conducted a survey of
school subjects in their
class and presented the
data graphically.

Students in groups, setting up a maze and guiding their blindfolded teammates through it, by giving directions in French.

MATHEMATICS :
Flip Classroom and strategies used to help
students understand better the concepts.

CLASS VIII - Checkpoint Files

Peer Tutoring in HINDI in grade 8B - The Chapter, Ek Chidiya--was revised by the children through roleplays, quizzes and worksheets

MATHEMATICS :
Learning made fun. Learning concepts through different medium creating a lasting impression
on students. Flip classes & Role Play used to have the interest buzzing in them where the topics
to be covered were more theory based.

PHYSICS :
Students visited the National Science Centre.

CLASS IX - Gearing Up
HISTORY students were introduced to 20th Century History by first
taking them through World War 1 and the events that led to it.
While debating who was responsible for World War 1 ,analysing whether
the Peace Treaties of 1919-23 were fair and delving into how effective
the League of Nations was, students got a glimpse into the various facets
of learning history like source analysis, being balanced and looking at various perspectives before concluding and taking evaluated stands.
As they commenced their History journey, they were also introduced to
the various papers they would be taking and how to answer various types
of questions.
Flowchart on how the Triple Alliance and Triple
Entente were formed

World War 1 ended in 1918 but the war of words on who
was responsible for it continues

Young world leaders at work -Students drafting their own Treaty of
Versailles

Historic moment – Students
donning their poetic hats to
compose poems on the League .

COMPUTER SCIENCE : Flip model of teaching
used for theoretical topics where students prepare a
topic & present it to the class.

PRICELESS MOMENTS : encouragement,
motivation and tips from seniors

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES :
Discussion on identifying issues on Teen
stress in the GP dug out!

CALLIDO WORKSHOP

FRENCH students tested false advertisement claims in this activity. They worked in groups to
create advertisements for food products which they then presented to the class. The class had to
figure out what details the advertisements were hiding.

CLASS IX & X

Alongside transacting the curriculum, we aim to arm our students with strategies
examination
tips to further improve their performance. Two sessions of peer guidance,
one hour long,
were organised for our students of IGCSE class 10. These sessions
conducted by the subject
toppers of last year under the guidance of the

CHEMISTRY

Students enjoy
the practical
tasks and learn
better.

BUSINESS STUDIES : Students applied the concepts of Market Research and Product Development in
designing a wallet for their customers in their Business Studies class. Creativity and innovation were
displayed in abundance during this activity.

CLASS X - Heading towards the Final Milestone
HISTORY students continued exploring 20th Century History by delving into the various
causes of World War 2. They delved deep into the steps taken by Hitler and the corresponding policy of Appeasement followed by Britain and France led to the War and the consequences of pre and post war alliances.
The origins of the Cold War and its repercussions were also examined, with students presenting role plays on how USSR gained control over Eastern Europe. Probing the causes of the
Cold War, students researched on the roles played by USA and USSR.
After a journey of almost one and a half years, students now geared, to not just learn but
also teach, took up the challenge of flip model class rooms where they taught their peers
how USA contained Communism in Korea, Vietnam and Cuba.
Students additionally also practised how to answer source-based questions.

Foldable charts - Steps taken by Hitler that led to
the war

Role play - USSR's takeover of Eastern Europe

Teaching is the best way to learn - The Korean War.

Serious research scholars
- Delving into the causes of World War 2

Learning to work in teams- Preparing for
their flip classroom module.

Flip Class room— Teaching their peers about the
Vietnam War.

BUSINESS STUDIES : Students were introduced to the concept of Marketing via the creativethinking category-based game of Scattergories.

Hot Seating

GLOBAL
PERSPECTIVES

Citations Workshop

Learners peer teach literary and poetic devices through presentations.
ENGLISH

AWARDS & ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Madhav Kacker : Class X
Sanskriti MUN, UNSC, Delegation of the Netherlands, The Best Delegate.
ShriMUN, CSJ, Delegate of Israel, The Best Delegate.
Liberte MUN, UNSC, Delegation of Japan, The Best Delegate.

Pia Bhatia : Class X
First place at Mayo Debate. The Best Motion Construction at Indian School Debate.
Best Speaker from non-qualifying team at Ramjas School Debate.
Winner of three golds (picture description, caricature and poetry) at the Spanish
Competition in The Amby Valley School.
First place in art competition at Lit Fest on Home Grounds.
Aranya Mukerji : Class X
Bagged the first place in Cartooning, third place in Poetry & first place in Tableau
at the Spanish Competition in The Amby Valley School.

Dhruv Bindra : Class X

Won The Best Delegate at Spectra Genie MUN
Won "The Highest Special Mention" for La Martiniere MUN
Won poetry recitation and picture description in Spanish Competition at The Amby
Valley School.
Khushi Popli : Class X
Won the first place in Tableau, second place in Quiz and third position in picture
description in the Spanish Competition at The Amby Valley School.

Ronit Kathuria : Class X
Won the second position for One Beginning and Story Writing in the Spanish
Competition at The Amby Valley School.
Won "High Commendation" in Spectra MUN and LMUN.

Proud winner of a cash prize of one lakh in The Times S.P.A.R.K test

AWARDS & ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Aanandi Mishra : Class X
was one of the four students
from TSRS, who visited Japan
for the prestigious World
Youth Meeting, at the
Ritsumeikan University over
a span of 7 days.

Leela Juneja : Class IX
Selected to represent India in
Horse Riding, at Equestrian
World Cup Tournament in
France, in July 2018.

Avni Jain : Class IX

The team stood first in
Basketball Districts (under 14)
She stood first in practicals at
Prayag Sangeet Samithi and
got a certificate of appreciation
at Aakriti Foundation for

Kathak.
Maahir Bharat Ram : Class IX

First division and distinction in Theory in the Junior Diploma Exam in
Sarod from Prayag Sangeet Samiti.

Vihaan Agarwal : Class IX

Received the best position paper in the United Nations Human Rights Council, as
the delegate of China, in Presidium Model United Nations 2018.

Abhuyday Chawla : Class IX
Won 4 Gold medals at Haryana District Khel Mahakumbh, at Gurugram last year
and a Silver medal at Haryana State Khel Makakumbh 2017.

Bhushita Ahuja : Class IX
Won 3rd position in Delhi State
Chess under 19 and Women
open 2018.

Aadit Rampal : Class IX
Won 4 Gold medals at Haryana District Khel Mahakumbh,
at Gurugram last year and a Silver medal at Haryana State
Khel Makakumbh 2017.

AWARDS & ACCOMPLISHMENTS

From Left to right - Ahaan Agarwal,
Yuvaan Berry, Arav Rajesh and Kabir Puri
were selected as Junior Editors for the
school magazine.

Yuvraj Jaipuria : Class VIII

Upcoming and promising cricketer won several prestigious awards like The Best
Bowler, The Best Batsman, Man of the Match and Man of the Series over the last
year.

Sohum Bajaj : Class VIII
Won two gold medals in the GD Goenka Annual Interschool Swimming Competition and a bronze medal in the Inter-State Swimming Competition

The Shri Ram School, Moulsari hosted the
Zonal Cambridge School Community Meet
on Saturday, 21st July 2018. The meet saw
Heads of Schools from over 80 schools
across North and Central India participating
and interacting in fruitful and intellectually
stimulating discussions. In a first for such
meets, sessions were also conducted by
Mr. Lee Davis, Deputy Director, Professional
Development and Ms. Gutch, (Acting) Director,
Assessment of CAIE.

